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Introduction 
 
The Scottish Executive and East Lothian Council want to improve the health 
and safety of children travelling to and from school. 
 
This travel plan shows what we are doing at Haddington Infants School to 
help achieve this objective. 
 
Aims 
 

 To improve the safety and quality of the journey to school for all pupils 
and parents 

 To continue to encourage pupils to walk to school 

 To minimise traffic in the roads immediately surrounding the school  

 To support parents who wish to cycle to school with their children 

 To provide workable “park and stride” options for those who need to 
travel by car for some of their journey   

 
Our School Location 
 
Haddington Infant School is located close to the centre of Haddington, 
between: 
 

 Victoria Road: a narrow cul de sac with narrow pavements and no 
dedicated turning space for cars 

 Meadowpark: a narrow street, busy at peak times and with parking 
down one side, which means traffic can pass in only one direction at a 
time.   

 
The school has approximately 330 pupils within P1-P3 and the nursery.    
 
The school is located close to four other schools – St Mary’s, Kings Meadow, 
Meadowpark and Knox Academy – which means there is serious traffic 
congestion around the school at the start and end of the school day. 
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Summary of our travel problems 
 
Meadowpark can be hazardous due to: 

 the volume of the traffic 

 the lack of safe crossing points due to parked cars 

 blind corner at dogleg junction made more dangerous by cars parked 
on grass verge  

 cars stopped on zig zag lines opposite school entrance 

 cars using zig zags as a passing place (a particular hazard when 
pedestrians trying to cross at this point) 

 cars use mouth of Knox Academy path to turn 

 cars pulling in at pedestrian entrance to school where there is no clear 
pavement 

 cars mounting pavement to allow cars in opposite direction to pass 

 narrow pavements  
 
Victoria Road can be hazardous due to: 

 very narrow pavements (sometimes blocked by wheelie bins) 

 cars performing 3 point turns in narrow street (they overhang or mount 
the pavement whilst children are passing) 

 cars stopping / turning at pedestrian entrance to school 

 vehicles turning across pavement into staff car park (predominantly 
taxis, as staff tend to arrive before pupils) 

 
Key access routes (e.g. Pencaitland Road and West Road) are fast, busy 
roads which become heavily congested. 
 
Many key walking routes have dangerously narrow pavements – e.g. at 
corner of Court Street / Pencaitland Road and pavement opposite St Mary’s 
Hall on Newton Port. 
 
Key traffic-free walking routes can be extremely muddy/wet (the Butts and 
Gateside railway path). 
 
Lack of safe crossing point at junction of Newton Port and Market Street. 
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What is already being done to improve travel? 
 
Pupils are encouraged to walk all / part way to school through twice-yearly 
“walk to school” weeks and classroom discussion. 
 
Section of playground allocated to storage of bicycles. 
 
Travel team created and tasked with addressing travel problems. So far, we 
have:   

 surveyed pupils and parents to determine the nature of the travel 
problems affecting our school 

 prepared section on safe travel to school - now included in the school 
handbooks for the P1 and nursery intakes 

 been working with Iain Reid (the School Travel Co-ordinator for East 
Lothian Council) to address some of the traffic problems noted above; 

 prepared this travel plan to identify the travel problems, set out our aims 
and to benchmark our progress  
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Results of school travel survey 
 
In February 2006, parents and pupils were invited to complete a survey about travel to and 
from the school. 
 
Results of the pupil survey: 
 

 127 pupils (39%) returned the survey questionnaire 

 Of these: 68% walk to school, 26% come by car, 3% cycle, 2% come by taxi 

 97% were accompanied by an adult 

 If given the choice, 42% would like to walk, 40% would like to cycle and only 9% 
would come by car 

 
Results of the parent survey: 
 
101 parents returned the questionnaire, and the comments they made have been used to 
compile the above list of travel problems.  
 
When asked what would make walking to school better, the top seven answers (in order) 
were: 

 Less traffic 

 Wider pavements 

 Slower traffic 

 Safer places to cross the road 

 Training on how/where to cross the road 

 Cleaner pavements 

 Cars not entering school grounds 
 
When asked what would make cycling to school better, the top five answers (in order) 
were: 

 More cycle lanes 

 Less traffic 

 A safe place to leave my bike 

 Cycle training 

 Slower traffic 
 
Cycling 
 
The pupil survey demonstrated that there is a demand amongst pupils to cycle to school 
(40% wanted to cycle versus only 3% that currently do). 
 
The current location for parking bikes is not easily accessible.  In addition, there is no 
overhead cover so the bikes get wet.
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Routes for Walking and Cycling 
 
This section contains a map and information which we hope pupils and adults 
will find useful when trying out routes for walking or cycling to school.  It also 
contains a word to drivers about how they can help make walking or cycling 
safer and more enjoyable for others. 
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Routes for Walking or Cycling 
 
Why Walk or Cycle? 
 
We recommend that children walk or cycle to school, using an appropriate 
route with a competent adult, as: 
 

 This reduces the number of vehicles on the road. 

 It reduces pollution from motor traffic. 

 It reduces congestion near the school entrances.  

 It reduces the possibility of a vehicular accident. 

 It enables pupils (and adults) to get some exercise. 

 Pupils learn about road safety from an adult companion, which means 
they are better prepared for when they start to travel to school 
unaccompanied. 

 
It is important that children cross roads (with their adult) at appropriate 
locations. This will give them greater road safety experience and benefit their 
growing independence in the long term.  
 
Safer Routes to School for Adults and Children  
 
If you want to walk or cycle to school, you need a safer route. 
 
A safer route is one that minimises the risk from traffic, by providing  
 

 separation from traffic (for example, pavements wide enough to walk 
on, or paths away from traffic altogether); 

 safer places to cross the road (with school crossing patrol people or 
light-controlled crossings). 

 
It also involves taking time to define the best route for you and being 
prepared for your journey. 
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Vehicle-free paths 
 
Haddington schools, and Haddington Infant School in particular, are served 
by a very good network of vehicle-free paths providing safer direct access to 
the schools for walkers and (where appropriate) cyclists. 
 
The Butts runs from Sidegate to Meadowpark. 
 
The Tyne Walkway runs from the Nungate Bridge to Long Cram, passing the 
Aubigny Centre on the way. 
 
Neilson Park provides a link between the Aubigny Centre and the Butts. 
 
The Knox Academy path runs from Dobson’s Walk along the back of Knox 
Academy to Meadowpark.    
 
The Longniddry cycle path passes from Gateside to St Lawrence, avoiding 
a busy road with a narrow pavement. 
 
The path running along the back of the West Road links the Somnerfield 
area to West Road (emerging opposite Letham Drive). 
 
Please see the above map that shows these routes and some smaller links 
away from roads.   
 
Also remember if you are cycling (or walking) from outside the town, that you 
have a right of responsible access to the countryside, and that estate roads or 
field paths and margins may be useful to you.  You can get more information 
about access rights and path networks from Nick Morgan (Outdoor Access 
Officer) - 01620 827671.  There is also a quiet road through Haddington golf 
course.   
 
Safer places to cross the road 
 
There are school crossing patrols and light-controlled crossings at various 
places in Haddington.  It is a good idea to plan your route to take advantage 
of them.  Please take special care if crossing Meadowpark: there are “School 
– Keep Clear” yellow zigzags opposite the entrance to the school, but 
unfortunately this is not necessarily the best place to cross since cars use the 
space to pass each other on this narrow road.    
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Some route suggestions 
 
When you are walking or cycling, the best route may not be the most direct 
route.  You might like to consider the following. 
 
Coming from Clerkington: after following the pavement all the way along the 
Pencaitland Road; try crossing with the school crossing patrol: this avoids the 
hassle of trying to cross Meadow Park unaided and reinforces for your child 
the idea of walking a little further to find a safer place to cross. 
 
Coming from Gateside: try the cycle path between Gateside Road and 
Alderston Road; take care crossing Alderston Road (no footway); then follow 
path to Somnerfield Crescent, cross and continue on paths through park to 
Station Court; cross West Road; continue down Letham Drive (otherwise 
known as “the donkey path”); turn left onto Pencaitland Road, cross with 
school crossing patrol to avoid hassle of crossing Meadow Park. 
 
Coming from Nungate / Seggarsdean: try routes using the Nungate Bridge, 
following which:   

 
Walkers will find it easiest to turn right after Nungate Bridge and use 
the school crossing patrol at the top of Sidegate, then turn left and walk 
along the Butts. 
 
Cyclists will find it easiest to turn left and continue along Tyne 
Walkway.  Cross Poldrate with care (or go under the bridge with care).  
Head to Aubigny Centre; cross Mill Wynd with care, then head through 
Neilson Park and onto the Butts. 

 
Coming from north of town centre: to avoid crossing at the bottom of 
Newtonport, try using Fortune Avenue, or crossing to the south side of Market 
Street using the lights at the junction with Hardgate. 
 
Coming from Acredales/Long Cram: there are many paths through this 
estate.  You can link up with the new path behind Knox Academy leading to 
Meadow Park.  Take care on exiting this path and take great care on crossing 
Meadow Park. 
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Being prepared 
 
Life will be safer and more comfortable for you as a walker or cyclist if you are 
well prepared.     
 

 Plan your journey.  If you are unfamiliar with the route, do a trial run at 
the weekend with your family and time how long it takes. 

 

 Plan for comfort.  While East Lothian is one of the driest counties in 
Scotland, have a stash of wellies, waterproofs and umbrellas for when it 
does rain.  Waterproof trousers can be particularly useful for cyclists.  
Have mudguards fitted to bikes to avoid the discomfort of a constant 
spray of muddy water landing on your back.   

 

 Keep within your family’s abilities: it may be better to keep your toddler 
in the pushchair when time is of the essence.  Cycle only on routes 
where you and your child are competent and confident.  Where 
necessary, wheel bikes along the pavement. (It is illegal in the UK to 
cycle on a pavement beside a road.)   

 

 Make sure your child’s cycle helmet fits well.  Insist on its use (you may 
find that wearing one yourself helps in this). 

 

 Be seen, be safe, particularly for cyclists - children’s fluorescent/ 
reflective waistcoats can be bought for a few pounds.  Parents need to 
be seen too.  Lights for cyclists when necessary. 

 

 If cycling on a shared path, use your bell or your voice in good time to 
warn pedestrians of your approach and ask them if you may pass.  The 
onus is on you to make sure they know you are there. 

 

 Make sure bikes are in good working order, particularly the brakes. 
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SAFER ROUTES – A WORD TO DRIVERS 
 
Haddington Infant School encourages pupils to be kind and helpful to others.  
Please play your part when planning your journey to school.  Remember, 
even if you feel you have to bring the car, your choice of route, parking and 
turning can make life more dangerous or less pleasant for children and 
parents who walk or cycle.  Some things to think about: 
 
Yellow zigzags near school entrances are designed to leave clear sightlines 
for people crossing the road.  They are not provided as dropping-off points for 
children. 
 
Please do not use the school entrances as a place to drop off children or turn 
your car.  This includes the entrance to Knox Academy off Meadow Park.   
 
If you can, we ask you to avoid driving down Victoria Road.  If you do drive 
down this road, when you turn your vehicle to exit you cannot see small 
children easily and they cannot anticipate your vehicle’s movements.  Drivers 
turning here also delay pedestrians, who have to wait for the completion of 
the manoeuvre since, due to the narrowness of the road, most vehicles 
overhang the pavement when executing a three-point turn.  
 
There is no guarantee on any particular morning or afternoon that you will find 
a suitable parking space on Victoria Road or Meadow Park.  Some parents 
park further away from the school and walk the remaining distance (“Park & 
Stride”).  Try it - you might find it less stressful and you will certainly be 
making life less stressful for others.  Possible parking locations include the 
Aubigny Centre car park, Mill Wynd (keeping clear of the dropped kerb 
opposite the entrance to Neilson Park), Well side / Long Cram, Tesco’s car 
park and the High Street. 
 
Taxis under contract to the Council must set children down in the teachers’ 
car park and all local taxi firms have been reminded not to park on the 
zigzags.  If you see a taxi parking on the zigzags, please take a note of its 
taxi licence number and the firm it belongs to and report the matter to Mrs 
Wareham (acting head teacher). 
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Action plan 
 

  

All actions have been removed pending a review and 
update 

  

 
 
Monitoring progress 
 
Monitor results of October 2006 and May 2007 walk to school weeks and compare with October 2005 and May 
2006 results to determine whether there are any changes in methods of travel. 
 
Monitor progress against action plan, and update action plan, at least once a term. 
 
With thanks to: 
Iain Reid, East Lothian Council 
 
 
The School Travel Team: 
 
Catharine Archibald 
Christine Dora 
Eleanor Hayman 
Katrina Booth 
Jill Wareham  
 


